RECOMMENDATIONS BY NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
REGARDING QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEWS
(WBASNY OFFICER POSITIONS)

1. What do you believe are your qualifications for an officer position in WBASNY?
2. What has been the extent of your participation or experience in a WBASNY chapter? For how long have you participated in such chapter(s)?
3. What has been the extent or experience in WBASNY (on the State level)? For how long have you participated in WBASNY?
4. What are your goals with respect to the position you are seeking?
5. What are your long term goals with respect to your participation in WBASNY?
6. Is there other information about your candidacy which would be helpful for the panel to know? Do you have any questions that the panel can answer?

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

7. What time commitment would you make to WBASNY as a WBASNY officer?
8. Are you aware of any potential conflicts between the position(s) you are seeking and your employment? Any other position you may hold?
9. Have you ever been the subject of a disciplinary action in the form of an adjudication or finding against you?